Trustees consider Bjorklunden’s future
by John Huber

Nestled between the Door
County Peninsula and Lake
Michigan is one of Lawrence’s
most
valuable
assets,
B jo rk lu n d e n . Law rence’s
future possession of this pro
perty is, however, in jeopardy
because of the rising costs of
operating a college. In the past,
the Board of Trustees has con
sidered alternative methods of
m axim izing B jorklunden’s
fiscal value, and selling the pro
perty is the most viable alter
native in this consideration.
Such a sale will remain a
possibility in the present and
the future.
In 1962, Donald and Winifred
Boynton willed Bjorklunden to
Lawrence, and at the death of
Mrs. Boynton in May of 1974,
Lawrence assumed control of
the property. The estate con
sists of a 325 acre expanse of
forested land that extends over
a mile along Lake Michigan. At
the north end of the estate is a
group of buildings including a
lodge, a study, the caretaker’s
home, a workshop, and a
beautiful, hand-crafted chapel.
Woods isolate the buildings
su rro u n d in g the estate,
creating a tranquil, serene at
mosphere. The buildings are
part of a trust that cannot be

T

sold by the school, so a sale can
only include the south 285
acres. The present value of the
entire estate is over one million
dollars.
The costs of operating and
maintaining the Bjorklunden
estate, though considerable, are
not paid by the school’s general
fund. Marwin Wrolstad, Vice
President for Business Affairs,
explained that taxes and
operating costs are paid by two
different sources: revenue
generated by seminars held at
the estate in the summer, and
through interest earned on a
250,000 dollar endowment
given to the school by the
Boynton’s. Thus, the problem
the Trustees face is not that
Bjorklunden is draining the
general fund, but rather, the
estate is not generating
revenues. Says W rolstad,
“Since Bjorklunden does not
generate income, it doesn’t per
form the total role of suppor
ting the University.”
In the past, the Trustees have
considered several options.
Subdivision of the property for
construction of condominiums
or small cottages has been con
sidered. Sale of the property to
the Nature Conservancy, a
private organization which pur
chases wilderness areas for the
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angels began dancing on the
heads of pedestrians, due to
faulty bindings. One by one.
they broke free of their moor

he is convinced that such a sale
would destroy the valuable
aesthetic effects which present
ly prevail. But, Drevries admits
the facility is under-utilized and
feels greater usage by faculty
and students is required to war

A N E X P E N D A B L E ASSET?
rant the maintenance of the
sounds of the outside. Says estate.
Maravolo, “Students get away
Maravolo contends that the
from the campus and get a dif
Trustees “don’t have a clear
ferent perspective. They feel
perspective of the relevance of
farther away from the hassles
the property.” He says that if
of every day life than they real
more Trustees would visit the
ly are.”
facility, they would grasp its
Students who have used unique nature and become
Bjorklunden concur with
aware of its value. Maravolo
Maravolo. They point out the saw this happening over the
great potential for relaxation
summer when several Trustees
which results in decreased anx
attended summer seminars,
iety. Pete Devries, a student and he feels if this trend con
who has used the facility, ex
tinues, the future of the estate
presses dismay at the thought
will be safely in Lawrence’s
of selling the property because hands.
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by Gabriel Lucifer
ings, bending too near the
“...From angels bending near Earth, and the city council
moved to replace them before
the Earth,
To touch their harps of gold ”
their harps of gold landed them
— “It Came Upon A Midnight in civil suits.
Clear" traditional Christmas
There was, however, further
movitation behind the casting
Carol
The angels are gone now. No out of the angels. According to
longer are Appleton’s holiday Appleton P.D. patrolman Bob
lamp posts adorned with the Pownell, many townspeople
gossamer-winged
cloud considered the scantily clad
dwellers of old. Today the once cherubim to be rather obscene.
festive business district is It seems that too much of their
sparsely decked with aerial eye- heavenly were showing.
B u t whether the harpteasers and tinselly trimmings
contrived to represent candle strummers were trundled away
by the Department of Public
sticks.
But what became of the Works or the vice squad, they
“ Avenue of Angels”? Why were sold in 1979 to the town of
were the demiurgic decorations Antigo in northern Wisconsin.
of previous years supplanted by Here they perch proudly atop
the temporal trappings of to the electric halos along
day? The answerr, it appears, is highway 10, celestial exiles
to be found in medieval from the renamed “Tii\sel Turn
pike.”
theology.

The old question of “ How
many angels can dance on the
head of a pin?” faded from the
intellectual spotlight for cen
turies during which such
queries were scoffed at as being
superstitious and unelightened.
The issue resurfaced with
modern alterations several
years ago, however, when the

quality of the estate.
Bjorklunden is' “ unique”
because it can handle large
groups, yet provide an at
mosphere of solitude. Because
of the “buffered” nature of the
property, people on the estate
are isolated from the sights and

a w r e n t ia n

f Angels fall from grace ^
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purpose of their preservation,
has also been considered. But,
according to President Rik
Warch, the estate does not
meet the Conservancy’s defini
tio n
of
“ u n tra m m le d
wilderness.” Presently, the
chance of a sale is slim, but
Wrolstad says that selling the
estate “has been and continues
to be an option the Board will
consider.”
Though talk of selling
Bjorklunden may put a twinkle
in the eye of those concerned
with finances, the talk brings
feelings of remorse to others.
Biology professor Nicholas
Maravolo contends that the
sale of Bjorklunden would be a
grave mistake. He sees the pur
pose of the property as two
fold. First, Bjorklunden serves
as a “basecamp” for class ex
cursions. The estate itself is
quite limited in ecological diver
sity, but it is in close proximity
to what Maravolo considers the
most “unique vegetation in
Wisconsin.” The camp serves
as a “place to set-up shop—eat
and sleep.” But sale of the
southern land would not affect
Bjorklunden’s utility in this
respect because the northern
buildings will always be retain
ed. However, Maravolo cites a
more important, intangible
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Geneva arms talks

Kremlin plays on Europe fears

by David Arnosti
For the first time in two
years, American and Soviet
negotiators are engaged in
arms control talks. At issue in
the discussions which began in
Geneva last Monday are
intermediate-range nuclear
missiles, but the outcome of the
negotiations might affect the
cohesion of the entire Western
alliance. The- Soviet Union,
casting itself in the role of a
peace-maker, has been wooing
the European anti-nuclear
movement which has been
especially strong in West Ger
many. The United States hopes
to keep the Germans firmly
within the NATO fold by
demonstrating that it is com
mitted to disarmament, an idea
that will take some selling after
President Reagan’s recent
speculation about lim ited
nuclear war in Europe and the
conflicting reports about
NATO plans for a nuclear “war
ning shot” in event of war.
At the center of the con
troversy are the Russian’s
newly-developed
SS-20
missiles. In 1977, West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
warned that these mobile
missiles with a range of 3,000
miles were a threat to military
the angels gone?
targets in Western Europe,
Yet some faithful Appleto- unlike the older SS-4’s and
nians, it is reported, still see fit SS-5’s which they replaced. The
to trek the two hours to Antigo NATO defense ministers ap
in order to commune with these proved in 1979 a plan to deploy
remnants of the happier days 108 Pershing II missiles and
before the Paper City truvesty 464 cruise-missiles to counter
and Real Chili. Guided by their the Soviet SS-20’s, unless armsseasonal star, the faithful come control agreements made this
to recapture the spirit of unnecessary. While the Soviets
holidays past, of family gather have deployed 250 of their
ings. of fire-hydrant snowmen
and well spiked egg nog. For.
after all, this is the spirit of
Christinas. Have yourself a
merry little one.
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SS-20’s. NATO has run into
strong popular anti-nuclear op
position in Britain. Belgium,
the Netherlands and West Ger
many, clouding the scheduled

1983 installation of the new
missiles.
While the Soviets maintain
that a rough nuclear parity now
exists with intermediate-range
nuclear weapons, figures from
the prestigious International
Institute for Strategic Studies
in London show that the Rus
sians hold more than a two-toone superiority to the West in
terms of non-strategic nuclear
weapons (i.e. excluding large
ICBM ’s) which are capable of
striking the enemy homeland.
In terms of missiles alone,
which reach their targets 10-15
minutes after launch, the
Soviets now have 1639 to

and -5’s. The Russians propose
a “moratorium” which would
freeze each side’s
nuclear
arsenals as they are. Although
the initial proposals are far
apart, both sides need to show
their willingness to negotiate to
influence European public opi
nion in the way they desire.
The Kremlin hopes that the
rising tide of anti-nuclear senti
ment in Western Europe will
prevent the deployment of
NATO’s missiles without the
Soviets having to make mean
ingful concessions. Thus, time
is on their side; conclusive
agreements are not expected
for at least sixteen months

The Kremlin hopes that the rising tide of anti-nuclear sen
timent in Western Europe will prevent the deployment
of Nato’s missiles without the Soviets having to make
meanful concessions.
NATO’s 162. (This figure does while both sides haggle over the
not include missiles on U.S. scope of the talks, e.g. whether
ballistic-missile submarines to include American “forwardbased” nuclear-capable aircraft
assigned to NATO.)
The United States’ opening and submarines. If the Soviets
position in the negotiations is are too intransigent, however,
the “zero option,” which was Western leaders may seize on
agreed to by the NATO defense this as evidence of Soviet ag
ministers at their October gressiveness and convinced
m eeting in Gleneagles, their constituencies that
Scotland. The U.S. would defer deployment of the new missiles
deployment of the 572 new is vital. To protect their airmissiles
if
the
U SSR fields irom the highly accurate
dismantles its 600 SS-20’s ,-4 s, cruise missiles, the Soviets
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View from tie

«P. Moran occasionally brought m air of refined irresponj
rough-hewn. feser-forting debauchery of room 222. The mai»
fact«, with the real knowledge of the university. «II Terry requested
was a reciprocal commitment when he edita second term. That should
Cartwheeling into the office every Wednesday night, the pom-pom
wielding Amy Tesefmer «ttppbed the enthusiaam which «Sowed os to
overcome the Itnowledg*:tha t we would mxim m compensation. The
tomtt of the staff. Amyfy. rwad «8 m appealing antithesis to that
■chewing demagogue «Jeff “I did It better*’ Wisser. Handing in
m after review with clock-like efficiency. Weex asserted
Lawre*«»'« foremost <*fcic, while moving that the mealy»;
case, “I've got too much work to do.*’ isn’t worth tenure is
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Enlightenment flickers at Union
To the Editor,
In persuant to the requests
made by several students in the
last eight weeks regarding a
street lamp located about 40
feet North-west of the
Memorial Union, I ’ve decided
to write a letter to the editor.
The issue with respect to this
street lamp which I plan to ad
dress in this letter is that this
lamp turns on and off at ir
regular intervals during normal
functioning hours (between
6:05 p.m. and 6:20 a.m. each
day).
More than a handful of
students, out of “simple curiosi
ty”, have approached me regar
ding this issue, so I feel that
I ’m obligated to respond to the
Lawrence community at large.
The fact is, while I was down
in Sheboygan one time this
summer having a couple of
brewskies with some of my old
buddies, I heard about this new
lamp they were making to be
put up in Kaukauna before
September. Well it turns out
that they had a couple of extras
and would sell them cheap. This
was the new reflexive sodioradioscopic wisco light, and I
figured one of them would look
real good sitting in front of the
Union.
Well we put her up there and
turned her right on and she
worked like a jewel. A real
beaut.
Now a bunch of kids are ask
ing questions about why it goes
on and off. Well we don’t know
and we can’t figure out how to
fix it and they won’t give us our
money back and the men won’t
come. One of the students
thought we did it to make up
for the energy wasted in
heating up that sidewalk in
front of the library. Another
one thought we were testing to
see if there were more rapes
over there when the light was

h c_________ _
off. We got a call from some
guys in the Ormsby pit who
said that maybe it was another
one of those national defense
things like the bomb shelter on
College Ave. and the missle
silos out by Downer. Well don’t
bet on it pilgrim, we can’t figure
it out ourselves.
We got a note from Micki at
the infirmary. I guess some of
the students who hang around
the Union alot, some of their
hair is falling out and their
gums are ^getting soft from the
light in that lamp. Well that’s

n i/gv wpVp
honinir it
it’ll
okay,
we re hoping
U keer
keep
those river bugs away in the
spring.
In conclusion, I feel that it is
important to regularly main
tain open and honest com
munication with the Lawrence
com m unity
re gard in g
maintenance issues. W ith
respect to the disfunctioning
lamp located outside the
Memorial Union, the physical
plant is up in arms.
Take ‘er easy,
The Boys at the Plant

“Buttschmidt, says a
perturbed Mr. Dana
11

To the Editors:
In light of Mr. Schmidt’s let
ter in the November 20 issue, I
believe it appropriate to remind
the Lawrence community that
major financial decisions made
within the University are
carefully reviewed and revised
by the Analytic Studies Com
mittee, a committee comprised
of faculty, students, and ad
ministrators. Mr. Wrolstad cer
tainly plays an integral role in
this budgeting process; yet he
certainly does not deserve the
derision to which he has been
recently subjected in a number
of letters to the editor.
Student concern with and
criticism of how funds are
allocated at Lawrence are whol
ly legitimate activities. But I
would hope that the critics
would take the time to support
their claims with accurate facts.
The blatant inaccuracies and er
roneous assumptions of Mr.
Schm idt’s letter are too
numerous to refute here. I only
wish to point out—as the
Analytic Studies Report did

last year—that for the past five
years the Lawrence comprehen
sive fee has lagged behind the
Consumer Price Index by near
ly 6 percent. Furthermore, the
renovation of Main Hall, which
included landscaping, was paid
for by money raised above and
beyond the operating budget
and Mr. Schmidt’s “ spiffy”
campus is a result of an ongoing
program of maintenance and
improvement that has not in
volved any major reallocation
of funds to accomplish. Indeed,
Lawrence has done well to
maintain the level and quality
of campus programs in an infla
tionary period; if there have
been major reallocations in the
budget, they have been to in
crease, among others, the
University’s financial aid and
student services expenditures.
Finally, while an on-campus
recreational facility may be
desirable, not even Mr.
Wrolstad could pay for it in Mr.
Schmidt’s lifetime out of “the
savings in bus transportation
and heating costs.”
- JA M E S D. DANA

Campus Life: the beast grows
To the Editors:
problems through an examina
The Office of Campus Life tion of certain houses' rush pro
has recently undertaken an ap grams, and a request for IFC to
parent systematic revitaliza come up with a damage policy
tion of the Lawrence University proposal suitable to activities
fraternity system. The initial in the quad. This resulted in
step of this program seems to last year’s abortive IFC
have been a curtailment of the J-Board proposal and has con
newly
resurgent
Inter- tinued in the form of this year’s
Fraternity Council’s jurisdic formative monetary systems.
tion. The Deans of Campus Life
If IFC proved incapable of
have taken it upon themselves formulating a suitable proposal
to describe not only what a showing marked improvement,
fraternity is, but what it should Campus Life threatened to
stand for, why they exist and reinstate the archaic control of
from where they derive the the house mother. At this point,
right to exist, as well.
the Office’s original intention of
This gradual shift toward helping the fraternity system
paternalism is prefaced m an establish itself on a firmer
overview to the 1982 Fraternity structural basis that began
Handbook, prepared, coinciden with the revitalization of the
tally, by the Office of Campus Inter-Fraternity Council over
Life: “It must be understood the past three years, became
that the fraternity exists as a muddled in the notion of
part of the educational institu molding each house to some
tion from which it derives its narrow conception of the ideal
right to exist and its reason for social and educational unit.
existing.” While this rather
The rules necessary to the
strong statement lends some smooth operation of any in
credence to the fraternity’s s titu tio n
such
as
position within the educational Lawrence—those specifying
framework of the university, it fire
regulations
and
seems to imply an inordinate maintenance requirements,
amount of control in the hands among other, were dealt with
of the deanery.
quite competently. Security
- Two
of
the
m ajor
and social -responsibilities
developments that have promp toward others were also
ted Campus Life to take rightfully included. These
stronger actions are a marked
aspects of community living,
increase in the number of along with many others must
reported damages in the qtiad, •pply to every member of the
and a steady decline in the
community in order for the en
membership of a number of the tire unit to function
as a
houses. The Office of Campus cohesive body.
Life attempted to amend these

Campus Life, however, has
seen fit to extend their self pro
posed commitment to the
fraternity system. While this
commitment is an honest one,
with intentions of the best sort,
it is, in many respects, misplac
ed. The handbook delves into
areas where it is not well ac
cepted or appreciated by the
fraternity members. Such areas
include pledge education and
chapter ritual. While super
ficially, the chapters are
guaranteed the right to in
dividual pledge programs, an
end note to the section on
pledge education states rather
emphatically that: “All pledges
and initiations must be approv
ed through the Office of Cam
pus Life...”
Additionally, the handbook
does make some valuable con
tributions; statements that,
perhaps, should be adhered to
more closely by the deans
themselves. It states: “There
are certain rights and freedoms
that each fraternity has by
nature. Along with these rights
comes the re sp o nsib ility
naturally associated with these
o p p o rtu n itie s
for
selfgovernence.” Having already
endorsed the rights, it beoomeaunnecessary to enumerate the
responsibilities; one follows in
variably from the other, and it
is contradictory and condeecending to insist upon such a rigid
subordination.
Name withheld by request
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Opinion

Reagan running short on credit
by Ted Franti
Get the government off the
people’s back. How? Cut
governm ent spending, cut
taxes, deregulate industry; and
thereby curb inflation while
spurring growth. Sound sim
ple? In fact, while it always did
seem to be impossible; parts of
this plan are now being aban
doned.
Reagan has gained a reputa
tion, even a notoriety, for doing
what he says he will do (a rare
talent in politics). How deserv
ing is he? He has cut taxes.
Good deal. He will probably
deregulate many industries as
planned. Careful. That leaves
his old whipping boy—and last
year’s campaign thriller: Will
curbing government spending
truly help curb inflation?
Maybe; someone should try it.
C e r ta in ly
R e a g a n w ill
not—cannot at this point. If one
recalls, Reagan’s first day in
the Oval Office included not on
ly the release of the hostages
and a lavish celebration for the
man who would bring austerity
to government; Reagan also
signed a piece of legislation
that took the ceiling off federal
deficits. Strange.
Not really so strange. Don’t
forget the ludicrous campaign
promise to balance the budget
while making huge increases in
Defense spending and cutting
taxes. This first move of the
p aw n now has o b v io u s
significance in the Reaganomic

chess gam e. A p p a r e n tly
deficits are to rise to from
$80-$100 billion (the preReagan proposal was $58
billion). Deficits are normal; but
greatly increasing them to pay
for overpriced non-essentials
like M X, the B1 Bomber,
(which was considered obsolete
in 1977), Howard Baker’s
breeder reactor, Jesse Helms’
to b a c c o
s u b s id ie s ,
and
multitudes of business sub
sidies among the other crimes
against frugality is no way to
balance the budget. I don’t
suspect that anyone seriously
planned to.
Strip away the rhetoric and
reveal the power play. The
mighty sword of patronage is
Reagan’s Great Persuader.
When he has brandished it
around Congress, the meek
have yet to stick their necks
out, the mighty have already
stuck their hands out. This is
the explanation for David
Stockman’s frustrations. He
had thought that with the tax
cuts would come corresponding
b u d g e t c u ts . Poor g u y .
Patronage is a double-edged
sword; so for now it ’s hands off
Social Security, Defense and
the scores of business interests.
Back to trying to steal a few
more french fries off the en
titlements banquet platter.
One thing that Stockman has
said of note outside of his
“ Atlantic” interview occured
last summer at the Governor’s

co nference.
As ke y n o te
speaker, he explained how,
finally, interest rates would
decide if Reaganomics would
succeed or fail. Rising deficits
are soaking up more of
available credit while Paul
Volker, head of the Federal
Reserve Board, insists that
more money will not be made
available. Confusingly, interest
rates are not dropping—due to
the recession that is gaining a
head of steam. There’s a
catch-22 in there somewhere.
Maybe Reaganomics can’t suc
ceed in the short run.
C learly, the P re sid e n t’s
economic policies deserve time
for a chance to work. A relevant
question is ‘Who will wait for
how long?’ Congressional elec
tions are next year, the next
presidential campaign will be
started within two. I t ’s not in
conceivable that if all the
budget cuts and tax breaks
have only produced a recession
by next year, political winds
could change—without ever
having given the new, conser
vative policies a chance to
work.
If Reagonomics flounders in
the short run, it may never get
off the ground. (Look at
England’s social and political
clamor.) If the new leader
doesn’t produce quick and
positive change, he may not be
dictating for too long; we could
have a Reagan Palace Revolu
tion.

continued from page one

M ounting European pressure
forces nuclear lim itation talks
would have to build an entirely
new and very costly air-defense
system, something their creak
ing economy can ill-afford. As
John Nott, Britain’s defense
minister noted, “The principal
stimulus on getting arms reduc
tion on their side is economic.”
The American negotiators
have their own difficulties: they
have to dispel the Reagan Ad
ministration’s image as a pack
of nuclear gun toting cowboys,
and prove that they are serious
about pressing for arms-control
measures. The U.S. “ zero op
tion” trades off NATO’s paper
missiles for the Ss-20’s, which
are a lre a d y d e p lo y e d something the Russians are
unlikely to accept. In order to
keep the negotiations progress
ing, the U.S. State Department
has reportedly devised a
“ fa llb a c k ” position which
would call for drastic cuts in
b o th th e R u s s ia n ’s and
NATO’s missile forces.
The Russians have hinted
th a t they would consider
w ithdraw ing their missiles
from European Russia. This ac
tion appeals to many Euro
peans who would like to see
Europe become a “nuclear-free
zone,” and it might increase
pressure on the West to forgo
its nuclear build-up. Even from
Asian bases, though, the Soviet
SS-20’s can still reach all of
Europe, so the move would ac
tually be only cosmetic.
Talks between the U.S.
negotiator, Paul Nitze, and the
Soviet representative, Uli Kvitsinsky, are being conducted in
secret. Nitze characterized the
opening session as “cordial and
b u s in e s s lik e ,’ ’ d ip lo m a tic
jargon meaning that both sides
were probably refusing to
budge from their original posi
tions. Kvitsinsky added, equal
ly opaquely, that “ Everything
is O K .”
One question that has been
neglected throughout the re

ce n t
d is c u s s io n s
over
interm ediate-range nuclear
missiles is why NATO must
maintain parity with the Soviet
SS-20’s. For decades, the West
has accepted Soviet superiority
with SS-4’s and -5’s. These inac
curate weapons were suitable
only for attacking Western
. European cities, an action
which would presumably pro
voke a massive U.S. strategic
retaliation. The mobile SS-20's
were introduced by the Rus
sians after NATO added to its
nuclear deterrent U.S. sub
marines which carried missiles
able to knock out the older
SS-4’s and -5’s.
The SS-20's are much more
accurate and are considered a
threat to military targets in
Western Europe, thus useful in
a “ lim ited” nuclear attack.
Each of these missiles has a
yield several times that of the
bomb dropped on Hiroshima,
however, and on the denselypopulated European continent

where towns are only “kilotons
apart,” it is probable that an
atack on military targets by the
Russians with the SS-20’s
would wreak so much destruc
tion that a stratetic counterat
tack on the Soviet homeland
would be called for. Hence, the
present NATO strategic forces
are ample deterrent. Moreover,
basing the new, highly accurate
Pershing I I ’s and cruise
missiles in Europe provided
just one more strategic threat
which the Soviets might be
tempted to eliminate in a pre
e m ptive strike d u r in g a
military crisis.
The fear of many of the Euro
peans that they will be turned
into radioactive cinders during
a “ limited” nuclear war is quite
understandable in light of
the recent developments in the
arms race. We can only hope
that the present negotiations
will succeed in reducing arms
levels and easing tensions.
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News in Briefs

G EN EV A—American and Soviet negotiators opened
talks Monday on reducing nuclear arms in Europe with an
agreement to maintain strict secrecy and avoid “debate via
the media. Paul Nitze, the chief U.S. negotiator, said only
by mutual respect for the confidentiality of these pro
ceedings” can tensions be reduced.
★ ★★
W A R S A W —Poland’s Communist Party seeks sweeping
emergency powers to ban strikes, all non-religious gather
ings, and free travel in a bid to halt spreading labor unrest,
the state news agency said Monday. The emergency powers
were contained in a draft bill the party plans to submit to
parliament this week or next.
★ ★★
C A IR O —The man charged with leading the fatal attack
on President Anwar Sadat told Egypt’s Supreme Military
Court he was “guilty of killing the unbeliever and I am proud
of it. But after a recess, army Lt. Khaled Islambouli joined
the other 23 defendants in pleading innocent to assassina
tion and conspiracy Monday.
W A SH IN G T O N —Supreme Court Justices Monday
questioned a payment that Richard Nixon made to head off a
damage suit. Nixon claims he is immune from suits for action
taken while he was President. The justices questioned why
the case, involving a firing, is being tried if a settlement has
been reached. Nixon’s attorney replied that another $28,000
payment is still at stake.

ie it it
THE N A ZIS killed some of Victor Weiss’ relatives. Now
the 63-year-old businessman faces a mysterious, private hate
campaign that recalls the horrors of the Holocaust. More
than 100 Western Union Mailgrams, many of them antiSemitic, have been sent to people across the country in the
last two months, bearing the name of Weiss’ company and
the signature of Josef Mengele, an infamous Nazi doctor.
★★★
W A SH IN G T O N , Dec. 1—The Justice Department an
nounced today that it had closed its investigation into
Richard V. Allen’s receipt of $1,000 from a Japanese
magazine and that it had found no evidence of criminal
wrongdoing.
The department’s statement said that Attorney General
W illiam French Smith had concluded that there was no
reason to seek appointment of a special prosecutor in the
matter.

A von
BEVERLY RUSCH
D is tric t 574 S a le s M a n a g e r

Avon Selling Can Help
You Earn Money For College
FLEXIBLE H O U R S H IG H $$$
Call Mrs. Rusch at

734-0078

Box 241, A p p le to n , W l. 54911
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Gaines on theatre: classic or contemporary?
by Fred Gaines
The business of theatre isn't to
put a beard on Mac Beth.
-Sir Tyrone Guthrie
Reagan has cut the budget of
the National Endowment for
the Arts. New voices are join
ing the old lament: America has
no national theatre. I ’ve listen
ed to the lament and the il
lustrations (“ London spends
more on the arts than the whole
of America.”) for over twenty
years, and I hear the same pro-

Lawrence Theatre Director Fred
Gaines discusses the role of modern
theatre.
Photo Heetle

fessional provincialism that I
heard when I began my life as a
theatre worker, and I have had

little sympathy for it. America
has had national support for the
theatre for at least fifty years
now and the short-sightedness
of our current president won’t
alter that. The national theatre
of America is the academic
theatre of America, and if our
national theatre is weak or lack
ing in focus it is the fault of our
educators and not our theatre
artists.
Specifics prove arguments.
Lawrence University spends, at
a c o n s e rv a tiv e e s tim a te ,
$100,000 per year to support
the salaries, materials, student
wages, royalties, utilities and
taxes for two fully equipped
theatres. That amount, with
equal and larger amounts from
Ripon, St. Norberts, UW-Green
Bay, Beloit, UW-Madison,
Viterbo, UW-Stevens Point and
on and on, represents the com
mitment of the academic world
in one of fifty states. The total
amount from all of academic
America is surely in the hun
dreds of millions of dollars, and
that amount is more than
enough to keep America’s
theatre body alive and well.
Those interests are, most
generally, literary as opposed to
theatrical. Many educators out
side the theatre departments of
this country believe that the
function of academic theatre is
to provide living illustrations of
classic dramatic texts, to ‘‘put a
beard on MacBeth,” and to
make audible the poetry of the
past. There is a defensible argu
ment for such literary produc
tions, but it totally denies the
most important element of
theatre: time. Theatre, from the
point of view of the playwright,
is always written in the present

tense, and literary texts are, by
the very nature of publishing,
past tense; but even that argu
ment does not completely ad
dress the academic theatre’s
current indirection.
Scripts can be discovered in
A m e ric a 's u rb a n th e a tre
centers that are, if not today’s,
last week’s or last month's or
la s t
y e a r ’s,
but
m an y
educators, theatre educators
among them, believe that
modern theatre should never be
the focus of academic theatre.
The theatre body is alive,
barely, but it is far from well,
and the responsibility for that
must be accepted by those who
shape and control the academic
theatre. Perhaps Shaw’s dic
tum is too often quoted (and
m is q u o te d
an d
p o o rly
paraphrased) as the diagnosis
of the ills in the teaching profes
sion, but there is some truth in
it. Too many theatre academics
are in the profession because
they “can’t ” prosper in the pro
fessional theatre, but a greater
part of the blame for thinblooded academic theatre must
be assigned to those who place
sterile limitations upon theatre
educators
That blame should not be
placed solely upon the academic
administrators who hire theatre
educators and, directly or in
directly, influence the work in
the academic theatre. A more
subtle, but equally stultifying
influence is exerted by those
teachers within the academic
body who, perhaps innocently,
perhaps deliberately, exert peer
pressure upon their teaching
colleagues to create theatre
that matches their own in
terests.

play must be created. Plays
from the past cannot be re
created.
If 1 have an argument, it is
that academic theatre must re
enter its own time, and it must
be allowed (encouraged!) to in
volve today’s theatre creators.
There is no way to guarantee
that the creators of academic
theatre, students and educators
alike, will shape works that will
one day be added to the
libraries of academic institu
tions and to the lectures of
literary scholars; but it is cer
tain that without the vision of
today’s theatre creators, our
academic theatre will become as
pale and as lifeless as the pages
of a printed book.

Their argument is logical and
forceful. There are too many
good plays from the past, and
the selection of a modern play,
regardless of its q uality ,
eliminates one classic play from
the undergraduate's four-year
calendar.
There is no way to argue with
such a position. No serious
theatre educator would deny
the beauty and timelessness of
Shakespeare or Sophocles or
Shaw or Strindberg, but they
might ask for the opportunity
to create a vision of them from
today’s perspective. Every
classic need not be done in
modern dress nor explained in
c o n te m p o ra ry
social
or
psychological terms, but every

T h is
S o m

C h r is t m
e t h in g

a s

G iv e

T r u ly

U

H e r

n iq u e

We deal exclusively in
imports from the Orient...
• W in t e r S k irts
• E m b ro id e re d
• B lo u s e s
•Q u ilt e d J a c k e ts
• & V e s ts
• H o lid a y D re s s e s
• J u m p S u its
• W o o l S w e a te rs
A ls o lo o k o v e r o u r in 
te re s tin g c o lle c tio n o f im 
p o rte d g iftw a r e , b ra s s &
c o p p e r, c e r a m ic s , c a rv e d
w o o d a n d o n e - o f - a - k in d
pieces .

HARDLY
EVER
217 Ft. College Avenue
Appleton

------------------------ \
October 16

Player of tlje Week

November 13

Final Exam ination
Please disaffirm the honor code and return your
answer sheets to The Lawrentian.
Photo: Editor Skinner

Which of the following is not
depicted on the mural?

October 2

a) Beautiful Homecoming queens, b)
Happy Students, c) Laroque and
Finkler at a football game.
October 30

Lyle Industries is a division of what
major corporation?

Photo: Tom took this one

Porky was carted away by what
company?
a) Armour, b) Voit. c> Real Chili, d)
Grecian Formula.
November 20

,>hoto: Sk,nner

a) Amway Products, b) Frederick’s of
Hollywood, c) Flynt Publications, d)
Boy Scouts of America.

October 9

The victim's name was:
a) Buck Owens, b) John Deere, c)
John Doe. d) Pearl S. Buck.
November 6

Photo: Skinner, himself

liert and AI were discussing:
a) Production possibility curves, b)
T he legitimacy of the Public Policy
Department c) Cookin’ that sucker
up d) Nuclear arms lim itation.
b o n u s q u e s t io n

1
SlPKEfli
f / f i t r H I *1
What is this Structure?

Photo: Skinner

a) An outhouse, b) A fallout shelter,
c) The new gym. d) A solar collector.

Who told God that he was dead?
a) Minoo Adenwalla. b) Jumbo, c)
Lawrence Christian Fellowship, d)
Friedrich Nietzsche.

W H IT E your own caption. We tried.
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s m as*
W A Y N E —Y o u r
a llw a y s
Barefoot, why not try hareass for a
change!___________________ -C him p
W H A T DO T HESE things have
in common?
1) tall
2) Godly
3) 89
4) red hair
5) little “blits”
___________________ —Some angels
M A C —G et a p ro g ra m !__
PON I)E R O S A L E M O N Not
bad, not bad. London last winter,
the Bahamas this winter...Aloha,
we’re there!_______ _______________
D E A R CO-EDS-1 have the
water bed this weekend. Anybody
care to slush around with the main
man Kels? I'm a true American.
-The STUD
__________________
C.P.K.
K IR K —Is it true that all tennis
players have fuzzy balls? —Chimp
STRUBEL-PATER. is it two
tables or one octupus? Do you still
hate children? And how’s the closeup and hot pad business? Good
luck on exams. 4 miss you. Love,
__________ ___
Ta Soeur
Higgledly Piggledy,
Carl the Astronomer
Thinks he knows everything,
Probobly right.

Q: W H AT DO ...49 days, 1176
hours, 70560 minutes, and 4233600
seconds...have in common?
A:Pick any one of them and that
is how long it is until T R IV IA
1982!?!____________________
ON THE N IG H T of January 6th:
B A H A M A S!__________________
M O I—The kissing contest con
tinues...you face tough competition
but we know you'll catch up...I
missed you more than I love
M & M ’s^
Love, You
DR. L aM A R C A —W e’re getting
tired of your trotting in and out of
class—Does it, perhaps, “run” in
the family?
__________
FOR 5 M E A S L Y Trivia points,
what is T R IV IA ’82 all about? The
answer...INSANITY on January
22, 23, and 24.1982U!____________
“ W H AT M IG H T Y CONTESTS
rise from trivial things." Alexander
Pope. Look for the M IG H T IE S T
contest on January 22, 23, 24,
1982!!!_________________ _________
B A RT Z IE —I hear your preety
good at analyzing Bachs Mass, how
long did you gays date anyway?
_________________________ —Chimp

Arrogant attitude,
indefatigable.
Constant self-reference is,
Terribly trite.
—The Green Lantern
A N D R E W —Are those palms
trees^I see?
A S P E C IA L YEAR...Friends;
biking to Captain’s; movies; 12
ozs.; grill; talking; sisters; sisters
hello! (I do?); a table for four; foot
ball; shopping; Baxters; guys; pop
corn; M a v e r ic k ’s; racketball;
Downer; notes; classes; ‘‘doing the
a venue"; party!________ _
W H IC H ONE D O E S N ’T FIT?
a) Jeff
b) Katy
c) German test
A QUOTE TO R E M E M B E R :
“ I t ’s only one stupid week!"______
I)LG « M,H, EAB X PKS \SB
& MNT will write you from the
Bahamas.
M IK E Y - You don’t look «leek
and motile to us—More like fat and
grumpy!
___
TO 3 S P E C IA L F RIE N D S; I ’m
going to miss you a lot the next two
terms! You've made my years at
L.U. really fantastic—thank you.
I'll be thinking of you while I'm in
London!
_____L ove, Dorothy
KUH —How did you really get
that scratch on your back?
_________________________ —Chimp
TO ALL THE P O R K E R S at the
Ariel: Welcome to Lawrence
U nivers-ty.________________________
T H IS P E R SO N A L is for W.B.
Nobody else read this!
Higgledy Piggledy.
Eleanor Roosevelt
Said to her Franklin,
“ Advance your career,

F A U L K N E R , PLATO, Engels,
Kuhn, these authors make the
F re sh m e n sw o on . H a d d o c k
M other, Quick creator, Cavereleased Facilitator, Lest we forget,
there is one other. The boy who
really loved his mother, If you
think these are wunderbar, Next
there comes the seminar.
___________ —The Green Lantern
DR. L aM A R C A —You have won
second place in the Xenopus lookalike contest! Your two one-way
tickets to Cleveland will be
available upon jnaturatioo.________
A V O ID TREE sap in your ears,
ask someone ab out T R IV IA
'82-NOW
____
B E T H —Thanks for being here
this term...good luck in Milwaukee.
Can you really make cheesecake?
Signed. Resident Reinhold Niebuhr
expert.___________________
“ T H E S E T W O h alv e s to
Ciod—the Pope and the magistri.”
___________ — Victor Hugo 18.10
C H IM P Y —Were your lips cold
on the bus. too?
FOOTBALL success plus frater
nities equals anti-intellectualism.
Thanks. Dayton!
« £ note; This personal came from
Main H a ll For a refutation of this
nurntu minded pretention, turn to
The Skinner Box in sports.
$7 W IL L TAKE you only so far,

unless it’s January t>.

Lesser men made it with.
Conventionality,
Tell me. Dear Frankie,
W hat is there to fear?”
—The Green Lantern
DR. M IK E —We haven't slept in
two weeks. Now it ’s your turn.
Beware of the things that go dump
in the night!___________ ____
A. M A R G A R E T : W hat do you
have on your doorstep? Love,
ajertile friend

_______

B E W A R E OF THE B L O B - It
creeps and leaps and glides and
slides across the floor, right
through the door and all across the
walls, a blotch a splotch, be careful
of the Blob!!! I t ’s all coming your
way January 22, 23, 24, 1982.
MATT—Why can’t I borrow
your sheets, your not using them.
________________________ —Chimp
2nd and 3rd Q U O T E 8 of the
week: “ My legs are throbbing!"
—Tirzah F. Strom. “ Mine are, too!"
Lisa Jean McLarty.
W H AT DOES Lisa Mclartv and
Mrs. Rockefeller have in common?
Answer: NUTHIN. Dear Matt,
Kirk, Wayne, Bartzie, and Lisa, my
door is locked.
_____ —Chimp
W H AT THE H ECK is a garruda? For that matter what the
heck is a Sucker shutout ? Find out
during T R IV IA 82!!! January 22,
23. 24.
“ IF IT IS longer than it is wide,
then it is phallic.’’
—J illB e ifuss
M .J.—St. Stevens lives again and
in high spirits. It must be the way
he died.
no response

H E Y !

Ç i* K 4 ,

“P ia c i
2 2 3 E. College Ave.
A p p le to n ,
W is c o n s in

Start Your
Finals Off
“Devilishly”!
T H A N K S

9 u h W lullm

D E A R D A T E L IN E —Thank you
for the perfect match of my
dreams. She makes me happy and
feel bliss. She is so active! From
Heaven with Luv,__________ Jack
M. SZW E D A —I couldn’t help
myself; I did it.
D. Trimble
L Y N N IK IN S —Read any good
books lately? Read anything late
ly?________________________________
C H IM P Y —Do a back-flip! Is
cheerleading really more than a
handful?!
S ZW E D A —I didn’t do it.
Vince, Glenn, Joe, Todd
JA N U A R Y 7: Appleton 0 ‘
Baham as:
80 e
PA D D Y S Z W E D A —If you can
wear those yellow running pants
why don’t you wear your bowling
shirt like Vince and G l e n ? _____
Q: W ho is s m a ll, q u ie t,
strawberry blond, constantly runn
ing, and never tells the truth?
A: M. Szweda___
A T T E N T IO N L A W R E N C E !
This week has officially been
designated M. Szweda week. Con
gratulations^ Aleshka.
$7 and you may be B A H A M A S
BOUND.

YOU
ARE
W RONG
D r.
Mike—There id evidence of gene
deletion in “higher" forms. We pre
sent for your bemusement—The
Italian Race!
Lovingly,
_______________________________Us
W H Y IS THE A N S W E R “The
DeCapa Five” worth 100 points?
Find out at 10 p.m. on January 22,
1982, when the 17th A nnual
Midwest Trivia Contest begins.
What a way to spend 50 hours!!!
A.A.G. and Demps, You wild
pimp queens had better watchout.
The third will return soon from
London with new ideas. I miss you
___ _______ __
Ems
both,__

IF THE W R ET C H E D T H IE F
who stole, from Sage basement, my
orange napsack with my name
handsomely printed inside and my
pocket size Oxford English Dic
tionary is reading this, you are
destined to smell foul like so many
kitchen sings and God will make
you live the rest of your "a d u lt” life
with a belly button that leaks cot
tage cheese, you ass. Redeem
yourself, your conscience, and ap
pease the Allmisty. Return those
items to their proper owner.
_____________________ Tony Hurtig
“CLEO'S H A L L W A Y ”—Who's
turn is it to make the popcorn, we
have to make it through finals. I t ’s
a good thing we know we can do
anything if we really try unless
we’re dumb. You guys are sooooo
fun. tanks!
...ames

L A U RA VAN NOSTRIL: Happy
belated birthday. How could I have
ever missed it? xxxooo,
Your
_
___
big sis in London
W H O D O ES NOT belong:
George Washington
Jesus
M. Szweda
Abe Lincoln ___

A N N IE —When will you admit
defeat?______ ____
Mr. Computer
H E Y M IK E Y —He likes it! W hat
would 2nd floor smoking lounge be
without you, the strutting pigtooth

A rtist’s Rendering
Art 45 B is being offered in Term
II, 1982. It will not be offered again
until 1983-84, and students needing
it for certification K-12 before stu
dent teaching either this year or
next, better take it Term II.

IN F O R M A T IO N ON A L A S 
KAN and overseas employment.
Excellent income potential. Call
(312) 741-9784, ext. 7980.

C a m p u s in B r ie f s

Icing Called
Last year the Lawrence Hockey
team lost the conference champion
ship game to St. Norbert’s college.
This year they won't.
For all those interested in L.U.
Hockey, 1982 there will be an infor
mational meeting in Riverview
Lounge on Monday, December 7, at
7 p.m.
Real Chili, surreal pizza
After the tremendous popular
and critical acclaim garnered by
their Hot Beans 'n Meat, "Real"
Chili has expanded their repertoire

mg the query, “Why I think the
soccer team should reinstate foot
ball goalposts atop their goalie
nets.”
The right place at the right time
1981 conservatory graduate
James Gandre is continuing his
voice training at the University of
San Francisco Graduate School of
Music.
In January, 1982 he will be per
forming the lead role in Henry

Purcell’s operetta
Queene.”

“The

Faerie

Withdrawal Symptoms
The last day to submit Fall Term
course withdrawal forms to the
Registrar's Office is Monday,
Decem ber 7. S tu d e n ts may
withdraw from courses through the
last day of classes, Saturday,
December 5 and must have the
signature of the instructor and ad
visor by that date.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

i

Valley Fair Mall

I
I
to include Hot Dough 'n Cheese.
Hurry right over for the delectable
new Real Pizza...easily the best
thing you’ve tasted since your last
m icrow aved T otin o's deluxe.
Finger stickin’ good!
Essay Contest Continued
Due to the ov e rw h e lm in g
response to the Nov. 20 essay con
test entitled, “ Why I don’t think
the Lawrence University football
team should accept an NCAA bowl
bid after months of hard work...”
the Lawrentian staff wishes to con
tinue the series with the farreaching and crucially pertinent
question, "W hy the respected field
leader and multi-talented quarter
back Dean Walsh does not deserve
an all-conference nomination from
his coaching staff after leading the
best Viking team in history to 18
straight victories.” All entries
should be submitted to Coach Ron
Roberts at Alexander Gymnasium
with an obligatory preface address-

-Athlete’s
Them
f o o t

N O W A V A IL A B L E

•Lawrence Shirts
•Baseball Button
Sweaters
Many more styles

SHIRTS
Starting at

$ 9 95
Downtown Appleton
212 E. College Ave -733 8602
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H o r s

d ’ o e u v r e s

(fa n ta s tic
B a r

B e a n s

c h ip s
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C h ile

S a ls a ,
C a n

S p ic y

Q u e s o .)
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SPECIAL FIESTA
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HOUR PRICES!
Pitcher of B e e r ..........
*3.25
G l a s s ...........................................
.50
Pitcher of M a r g u e r ita .
*3.25
(Regular or Strawberry)

J u m b o .....................
Glass of W i n e ............

•1.75
.... 75

Mon. thru Fri. 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. &Sun. 12to 4 p.m.
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With This Coupon

I

^/P u rch a se One Marguerita |
at Regular Price and j
Receive Your Second, i
For Only a PENNY
;
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Four years later.. seniors bid gridiron adieu
by A.A. Stagg
Coming off the most suc
cessful football season ever,
this year’s Vikes owe their na
tional playoff finish to a hand
ful of seniors who began their
toil and sweat on a muggy
August day four years ago.
Yes, it seems like only yester
day when Deb Townsend was
harassing innocent freshmen
for inhaling derisively, Ed Borski was charging dorm House
Councils hundreds of dollars for
non-functional,
needless
repairs, and President Smith
was posing contrivedly in
Student-made leaf piles for the
cover of Lawrence Today. Then
it was the autumn of ’78, and
13 recently graduated high
school football players arrived
at Lawrence to provide the
foundation of eventual back-toback conference champion
ships. So here they are, starting
with
the
c ap t i v a t i n g
co-captain’s of this year’s win
ners:

Dave Blowers, Deerfield, Il
linois; co-captain
Coming into the Lawrence
football program as a talented
quarterback, Dave was soon
converted to a defensive back
when it was determined he was
too nice to be taken seriously in
the huddle. A three year starter
and two time captain, Dave has
provided the Viking defense
with a solidity unparalled in
previous years. Uh-huh.

Kenny Urbanski, Frankfort, Il
linois, co-captain
Referred to by a number of
titles, including God, Big
Cheese, and The One, Kenny
broke into the Viking lineup at
left tackle as a freshman and
has started ever since. A three
time all-conference winner and
one time honorable mention Lit
tle All-American, Kenny has
provided premier running back
Scott Reppert with room to run
for three glorious years. Kenny
was sidelined late in the season
with an unfortunate knee in
jury, as was his friend and
sidekick Tom Kromhout.

guard for four long years. A
former high school standout in
both football and hockey, Mike
found out that most people
mature and grow real big when
they go away to college. Mike
didn’t.

Steve Hagen, Inverness, Il
linois
A one time self-admitted
pseudo vegetarian and chair
man of the National Frutarían
Society, Steve bought a dog,
started hunting and eating
meat, and decided to play foot
ball his junior year. Known for
his charming ability to turn a
phrase, Steve is recognized as
the spiritual leader of the defen
sive squad.

Sam Levin, Wilmette, Illinois
Standout government major
and John Foster Dulles disci
ple, Sam often let his emotions
guide his playing. An honorable
mention all-conference winner,
Sam would frequently have to
bring down the big fullbacks
with his head, an ability he
perfected in the broomball rink
as a daring young freshman.

mance ever. Relegated to the
role of containment rather than
pursuit, Kurtie would wait in
one spot while halfbacks ran in
to him trying to escape the
phenomenal tackier Chris
Matheus. Kurtie is another ex
quarterback starting at a defen
sive position.

Ron Reising, Rochelle, Illinois
For two consecutive seasons
a 2nd team all-conference pick,
Ron was adept at convincing
opponent ball carriers, through
rhetoric, that they were down
whether tackled or not. Known
as the quintessential player of
mind games, Ron also enjoyed
vintage success at defensive
tackle, where he claimed recita
tions of the metaphysical
poetry of John Donne inspired
him to abuse offensive linemen.

Jeff Ropella, Menasha, Wiscon
sin
An honorable mention and
1st team all-conference winner
in three starting seasons, Jeff
brought an articulate Menasha
vernacular to the playing field
in his dual pursuit of academic
and athletic excellence. The elo
quent one would often play
with pain uncomplainingly,
witnessed this year when he
competed in the last three
games of the season with a
broken rib.

Greg Baird, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Like Van Berkel, Greg has
received little to no recognition.
One of the better centers in the
league, he has consistently pro
ven that you don’t have to be a
handsome guy to blow out your
opposition. In fact, you don’t
even have to be a legitimate
student.

Bill Spreeman, Kaukauna,
Wisconsin
His teammates call him
Spreedoggie. His opponents
call him Mr. Freeze. Call him
what you may, Billy has
sheared many a facemask off an
unaware ball carrier who dared
invade his middle linebacker
position. The hardest hitter in
recent Viking history, Bill is
also an honorable mention AllAmerican and two time 1st
team all-conference winner.

Dean W’alsh, Chippewa Falls,
Wisconsin
Respected in all circles save
the C om m ittee on a ll
conference selections, Dean has
only led his team to eighteen
straight victories in two
glorious years at starting
quarterback. Neglected for
even an all-conference nomina
tion, he has probably had more
to do with the Vikes’ success
than any other player. Always
the modest one, Dean calls his
own ability "mediocre.”

Gary Van Berkel, townie
A weightlifter par excellance,
Gary has provided strength, as
w.ell as a sharp wit, to the offen
sive line. He is the other reason
that Scott Reppert carries the
ball off left tackle 80 perrcent of
the time. Never really recogniz
ed for his c o n siste n tly
devastating blocking, Gary
needs a following.
Jim McBride, Bailey’s Harbor,
Wisconsin
Jim, probably more than
anyone else, was never shy
about lauding the playing abili
ty of Jim McBride. All-State In
diana in innumerable sporting
endeavors, J im came to
Lawrence and found superstar
dom harder to come by. He has
been a valuable lineman for
three years.

Graham Satherlie, Northfield,
Illinois
Essentially a starter for four
years, Graham has earned
numerous accolades, among
them 2nd team Little AllAmerican and two time 1st
team all-conference honors.
Known for his cheap shots and
late hits, Graham also proved
he could play legitimate foot
ball by setting the career in
terception record of 22 in the
last play of the last home game
of the year.

- .A . Phone: 739-i 2 2 3 ^E —
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CONKEY’S
Mike Allen, Glenview, Illinois
Told all his life that he was
too small to play lineman, Mike
played backup center and

Kurt Parker, Neenah, Wiscon
sin
A two time season starter at
defensive end, Big number 9
made first team all-conference
this year with his best perfor-

Textbook Buybacks will be held Dec. 7-12

CONGRATULATIONS VIKINGS!
Your a ch ie v em en ts a re e x em p lified not only on the field but off it!
This is an ex a m p le of w hat q uality education is all about!
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Morris runs out of lives ... Dayton destroys dreams
by Malibu
‘‘The thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat” is undoubted
ly a tired cliche to most people,
particularly those of college age
who were raised on a diet that
included a weekly dose of pre
packaged Saturday afternoon
sports shows. This all-toofamiliar adage, however, is also
a fairly accurate summarization
of the Lawrence football team’s
experiences in the 1981 NCAA
Division II I football playoffs,
which saw the Vikings pull a
stunning 21-14 overtime vic
tory over the University of
M in n esota- M orris in the
quarterfinal round, before los
ing 38-0 to the defending na
tional champions, the Universi
ty of Dayton, in the semifinals.
Although the loss in Dayton
ended what had been the na
tion’s longest Winning streak in any; division - at 18 games
and also proved to be the worst
defeat s u ffe re d by any
Lawrence team since 1973, it
nonetheless afforded the Viking
players a taste of big-time foot
ball, from the plane ride and
stewardesses to the astroturf
and legions of gigantic, talented
and extremely assinine players
on the Dayton squad. The post
season games also gave the
Lawrentians a chance to show
what a sm all, moderately
talented and intelligent team
can do when it plays up to its
potential, as a surprised Min
nesota Morris team will attest.

blocks of tackle Pete Carlson
and tight end Ropella. Kreuger
once again booted the extra
point to give the Vikings a 14-7
lead.
The Viking
defense, it seemed, would bend
but would not break. The
Cougars came up with a golden
scoring opportunity late in the
third quarter though, and this
time paydirt did not elude
them.
Kreuger, who doubles as a
punter, was back in punt forma
tion at his own 10 when he got a
low snap from center and was
unable to field the ball. The
Cougars recovered at the LU 5
yard line, and from there it
took them all four plays to
score, with the touchdown com
ing on an option pitch to
tailback Todd Hickman from 2
yards out. Saum's kick tied the
score at 14-14, with a little more
than 14 minutes to go in the
final period.
The remainder of the game
turned into a defensive strug
gle, with both teams being
hampered by bad field position.
Morris had one more good
chance at a score, however, but
once again they failed to cash in
on it, as Saum shanked a 24
yard field goal attempt off to
the right with 8:04 left in the
game. As the clock wound down
and it became apparent to all
that a tie was very likely, the
stands became abuzz with talk
of the tie breaking procedure

A *+

IM M A C U L A T E R E C E P T IO N .
Minnesota-Morris
Despite temperatures that
hovered around (and often
below) the freezing point, ap
proximately 3,500 fans showed
up to watch the Western Divi
sion quarterfinal game Nov.
21st in which the Lawrence Vik
ings played host to the Cougars
of Minnesota-Morris.
The Vikings were ex
cited to be playing in the
playoffs, since a Midwest Con
ference team had never before
been chosen to do so, and
although they lacked the ex
perience that Morris had (Mor
ris has been in the last five Div.
HI playoffs) and were quite a
bit smaller, their exciting, bigplay oriented style foreshadow
ed an exciting contest. Just
how exciting it would be,
though, no one could foresee.
While the turnovers helped to
keep Morris off the scoreboard,
only once did they lead to a Vik
ing score. That came in the se
cond period when M clntire’s in
terception gave Lawrence the
ball on its own 37. Walsh then
connected with tight end Jeff
Ropella for 13 yards, and Reppert ran for 9 more, before Pat
Schwanke treated the crowd to
the first of his miraculous
touchdown catches. Fighting
off two Cougar defensive backs,
the affable Menashan came up
with the tipped perns while lying
flat on his back in the end zone.
Kreuger’s extra point tied the
score at 7-7 with 13:44 left
before the intermission.
The «core remained deadlock
ed until 11.06 mark in the third
period, when Reppert warmed
the shivering crowd with a
spectacular 78 yard run off the

Photo: Tom Skinner

w hich was a b o u t to be
employed - a procedure that is
used only in post-season play.
The NCAA tie-breaker is very
similar to that used in high
school games, except that each
team starts from the 15 yard
line, not the 10, and it is possi
ble to gain a first down,
whereas in high school, each
team is confronted with a first
and goal situation.
The Cougars won the coin
toss and elected to go on
defense first, a desicion that,
admittedly,
Lawrence coach
Ron Roberts would have made
as well. The strategy backfired
on the Minnesotans, though,
thanks to the sure hands of
Schwanke and the fired up play
of the Lawrence defenders.
Faced with a third and eight
situation at the 13, Walsh rolled
out to his right and fired into
the middle of triple coverage,
h ittin g Schwanke in the
numbers with a pass he held on
to despite a pass interference
call on one of the Morris
defenders. Kreuger’s extra
point made it 21-14, setting the
stage for the defense. Morris
came out throwing as well, but
V

j

330 W. COLLEGE AVE.

Cox’ first three aerials went in
complete as the Vikings pass
defense rose to the occasion. On
fourth down, Cox was forced to
scramble, and in desperation
threw in the direction of Hull,
deep in the middle of the end
zone. Fittingly enough, the
pass was intercepted by
Graham Satherlie, giving him
the all-time career interception
record of 22 and ending the
game in a most climactic
fashion.
As the crowd poured on to the
field, emotions ran high and the
realization of what had just
happened slowly sank in to
both the players and the fans.
W ith that victory, the Vikings
had advanced farther than any
other team from Wisconsin ever
has, and some could not help
but see visions of the Amos
Alonzo Stagg Bowl, the name
given to the Div. I l l champion
ship game. Unfortunately, that
was a dream that would not
come true.
Dayton
The Dayton game, (the Divi
sion 111 semifinal), was unusual
for a number of reasons, not the
least of which was the final
score. First of all, it was-played
on T hanksgiving weekend
which meant that there was no
Thanksgiving holiday for the
football team this year. In fact,
the Vikings spent the day prac
ticing at the Packer facilities in
Green Bay to get ready for
another unusual aspect of this
contest: astroturf. After their
attempt to develop an affinity
with the unusually hard and
fast synthetic surface, the LU
squad had to come to grips with
yet another distraction, albiet
an enjoyable one - namely, air
travel. Instead of the normal
bus ride to the game the Vikes
were to take a Republic DC-8 to
Dayton, compliments of the
NCAA.
The game itself turned out to
be somewhat anticlimactic. On
the second play from scrim
mage. Dayton safety Doug Con
ley intercepted a tipped Dean
Walsh pass on the LU 27 yard
line, and although the Viking
defense managed to hold the
Flyers to a field goal, the tone
of the game had already been
set. The Vikes who were trap
ped inside their own 10 yard
line most of the time, were
unable to move the ball, picking
up only one first down in the
first period and three in the
whole first half, while Dayton’s
offense, which spent almost the
whole first half inside Lawrence
territory, threatened constantly
and scored often. The Flyers
got touchdowns on runs of 2
yards by Tom Haner, four
yards by quarterback Jon
Vorpe and a 47 yard pass from
Vorpe to Breese Roller on the
first play of the second quarter.
The killing blow came when
Walsh was caught for a safety
with only 1:07 left before the
half, which made the score 25-0.
The second half saw more to
the same, although to a lesser
degree, as Dayton scored
touchdowns on a 1 yard run by
Vorpe in the third quarter, and
a 29 yard run by reserve

Phon«: 730-0081
Proprietor L eigh H. B a u g n ie t

quarterback Brian Smith in the
fourth.
The one sided nature of the
game can be attributed to two
things: subpar days by some
important Lawrence players
and an overwhelming advan
tage in personal by Dayton.
The Lawrence offense was the

is certainly no ordinary Divi
sion 111 team, having beaten
Ithaca College of N.Y. in the
championship game last year
by a score of 63-0. They also
managed to beat a pretty fair
Minnesota-Morris team in the
semifinals last year by a 36-0
score. In fact, Dayton has lost

T H E B A C K STOPS H E R E .
Photo: Tom Skinner

most noticable area of letdown
if only because of the lack of
statistical catagories pertain
ing to Defense. As far as pass
ing offense was concerned both
Walsh and Schwanke had off
days, particularly the quarter
back, Walsh, who completed on
ly 4 of 15 passes for 49 yards
and 2 interceptions. Tailback
Scott Reppert also was held to
subpar statistics, as he gained
only 66 yards in 21 attempts his lowest total ever as a
starter. The Lawrence defense
also had some disappointing
stats, particularly against the
run, where they gave up 318
yards, as opposed to their
average of 84.
These statistics are unques
tionably due to the caliber of
the opponent, however. Dayton

only once to a Division I I I oppnent since 1977, the year that
they stepped down from Divi
sion 1. Dayton’s only loss this
year came against Eastern Ken
tucky, one of the top ranked
teams in Division I-AA. In
other words, they are of a little
different caliber than your
average Midwest Conference
team.
As a final note, I would like to
th a n k a ll the Law rence
students, faculty members and
Appleton area residents who
showed such overwhelming
support of the football team
this year. Your contributions to
our success were essential and
we hope you will continue your
interest next year, even though
we didn't beat Dayton.

Reppert recognized
For the second consecutive
year, Lawrence University run
ning back Scott Reppert has
been named to the Kodak AllAmerica team for the college
division II class.
A 5-foot-8, 185-pound junior,
Reppert captured the 1981
NCAA Division I I I rushing
and scoring titles, and became
the first player to ever win
back-to-back D iv isio n I I I
rushing crowns. He finished the
season with 300 carries for
1,641
y a rd s
and
16
touchdowns.
During the 1981 season, Rep
pert literally rewrote the
Lawrence record book including
new marks for yards in a game
(252), yards in a season (1,641),
touchdowns in a season (16),

points in a season (90) and
became the Vikings’ career
rushing leader (3,119) with a
season left to play.
Reppert led the Vikings to
their third straight Midwest
Conference championship and
into the 1981 Division I I I
playoffs for the first time in
Lawrence history. He keyed the
Vikings’ 21-14 first-round vic
tory against the University of
Minnesota, Morris, by rushing
for 165 yards, including a
78-yard touchdown jaunt.
The Kodak All-America col
lege d iv is io n
II
sq uad
represents the best from NCAA
Division I I I and N A IA Divi
sion II colleges and univer
sities.
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Vikes 3-0

Dribblers drool over successes

S p o r ts
The Skinner Box
The Lawrence Vikings visions of a national football
championship vanished Saturday as they fell prey to the
Dayton Flyers 38*0, halting college football's longest winn
ing streak at 18 games. As word of the loss spread around
campus, many members of the I*awrence community were
disappointed, yet they warmly congratulated the team for a
truly outstanding season. Some others, however, felt an
undeniable surge of relief when informed of the defeat. These
individuals firmly believe that this season's football success
was destroying Lawrence’s reputation in the academic
world, so the 38*0 drubbing was a reassuring indication that
LU had not become a football factory.
A bigger band of martyrs would be hard to find. There
are always, of course, the perennial doomsters who claim
that “ football is blown way out of proportion,” and “too
much femphasis is placed on athletics here,” but their forlorn
cries have long ago been recognized as unfounded ramblings.
No, the real danger lies with the recent statements made by
two Lawrence professors, Bob Hanisch and Merton Finkler,
and the possibility that their attitudes are indicative of a
disturbing trend towards a “losing is respectable, and in fact
desirable” attitude among some of our faculty members.
Finkler, an assistant professor of economics, and
Hanisch, a visiting asst, professor of physics, revealed their
thoughts on the Vikings success in a Nov. 20 interview with
Dan Vanderpas of the Appleton Post-Crescent. Hanisch at*
tempted to skirt the issue of athletics versus academics, at
tributing certain attitudes to unnamed faculty members
while at the same time avoiding a stand of his own. Some of
his statements:
“ I think football at Lawrence is o.k. for students to
play.”
“(Faculty Members) are afraid some will see Lawrence as
a football school. That’s not necessarily what Lawrence
ought to be.”
On postponing tests or papers: “ I would hesitate to
make an exception (for football players) because other
students have other things that get in the way. I ’ll try to
bend a little, but we have high standards and we can't go
making little changes for everything that comes along.”
Well, it’s nice of Prof. Hanisch to say that football is o.k.
to play-after all, it is. And he’s right in saying that LU
should not necessarily be a football school—after all, it
shouldn’t. But exceptions are constantly being made for
other students who have exam conflicts, and paper extensions are continually granted for everything from family
tragedies to students’ mental blocks. While a post-season
football game is not nearly as serious a consideration as a
family problem, neither is it so common an occurence as to be
lumped into Hanisch’s category of “everything that comes
along.” Worst of alt however, is his statement that “ some
Lawrence professors think (Northwestern University's)
dismal gridiron streak actually enhances Northwestern's
academic reputation.” No doubt this is how a portion of the
faculty feels—whenever I come across mention of N.U.’s 0-31
record I am reminded of just how Intelligent they are.
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is a process,
could hurt some In the long run. Very few at

players? Finkler seems to be mlssig benefits from athletics Is hardly
contingent upon becoming a professional athlete. He is
overlooking Lawrence University’s deservedly hallowed
policy of a liberal arts education, and its goal of graduating
wea-rounaea maiviauais* u v m g in u u same nouse as a

number of football players, I can honestly say that their ex
perience in Ohio has had more of a positive effect on each of
them than any two days, two weeks, or even two months of
study in an academic discipline. Whereas the theories
discussed in Mr. Finkler’s own Labor Economics might be
forgotten a month after the final exam, each of the Vikes will
remember their trip to Dayton for the rest of their Uves. Han
ding in a paper late seems insignificant in comparison to the
experience gained, and I fail to see how, as Mr. Finkler
claims, “ It could hurt some in the long run.”
Professor Finkler and his colleagues are perfectly correct
when they protest that Lawrence should not become a “foot
ball school”—to do so would be to destroy the “Lawrence dif
ference”, and the very reason for our presence here. What we
must also guard against, however, is an attack from the
other end—namely, an overemphasis on academics at the ex
pense of the well-rounded Lawrentian, for that would destroy
the grounds for LU ’s existence. Thankfully, the
academics/athletics conflict has not yet reached the critical
point, for if our academic reputation is so flimsy as to be
destroyed by one or two years’ worth of football success,
then the problem lies with much more than just an athletic
philosophy. And if this university’s academic programs are
as strong as I believe, athletic success will only help, not
hinder, Lawrentians’ pursuit of a liberal arts education.

-TOM SKINNER, Sports Editor

In the words of Leo, the man
working the cageroom deep in
the bowels of our ancient, yet
beloved A le x a n d e r G y m 
nasium; “ This year’s Lawrence
University Men’s Basketball
team is the best looking team
I ’ve seen in my 20 years at
Lawrence.” Not only are they
good looking, but they are pro
bably the best group of basket-

captain Karl Kramer. Junior
returnees are Jack Ehren, Der
rick Dewalt, Chris McLean and
co-captain Cam Jackson. This
year’s sophomore players in
clude Terry Coenen, Howard
Cohn, Don Talley, Falk Von
Plodicki and last year’s MVP
D an Busiel. Seniors Greg
Zlevor and Dave Rein along

T H E M A G IN O T L IN E .
ball players to grace the deadwood for Lawrence in 30 years.
In evidence of this, the Vikes
have raced out to a 3-0 start in
the current 81-82 basketball
campaign. Lawrence opened up
at home with an exciting 84-80
victory over a very scrappy
Marian College team from Fond
du Lac. This was followed by a
thorough 94-57 trampling of a
hapless Edgewood College
team. The last victory in the se
quence of three came at the ex
pense of Midwest conference
foe, University of Chicago. This
game saw the Vikings explode
in the second half as they re
bounded from an 11 point first
half deficit to take a 64-60 vic
tory.
This year's Vikes have a solid
base of 9 returning lettermen
includ ing 3 seniors, Dave
Knopp, Jeff White and co-

with Freshmen Steve Kirchoff
and Bill Rosene are all new par
ticipants to Lawrence Basket
ball this season. W ith this solid
group of experienced players,
the Vikes are determined to im
prove upon last year’s 9-14
record.
As the pleased and weary
Vikes traveled home from the U
of C, packed uncomfortably in a
shortened school bus, they im
agined a warm receptive
welcome from their loyal (and to
this date, few) fans. But to their
chagrin they found only a
moonlit and deserted Quad,
perhaps due to their late 3:15
a.m . a rriv a l. S p ir its not
dampened, the Vikes hope op
timistically that next term’s
weekly pep rallys in the Quad,
including the burning of the op
posing teams’ mascots in ef

figy, will incite student en
thusiasm.
This year head coach Mike
Gallus and new Assistant coach
Mark Boyle are plotting the
course for Lawrence’s first win
ning season since the post
World War II years. Gallus
labeled this year’s Vikes as a
very spirited group. "W e are
going to play an exciting brand
of basketball, concentrating on
a tough aggressive defense and
a fast-breaking offense.” The
mentor also said that the Vikes
will definitely be in the battle
for this year’s conference cham
pionship. “ We have always
played very well against the
better teams in the conference.
This year I think we have the
experience to produce con
sistently good basketball. I am
very enthusiastic about this
year’s team .” R eaffirm ing
these beliefs after the Vikes’
last game against Chicago, CoC a p ta in
K a rl
K ram e r
thoughtfully reflected on the
situation and said, “ Yahoo, we
won.”
Hopefully, this enthusiasm
will carry over to the Lawrence
student body and the Vikes will
garner the crowd support that
they deserve. The Vikes will
play a game against the Alumni
team at 3:00, Sat., Dec. 5th
before flying to Florida for a
Dec. 12 game against Florida
Bible College. They also will
participate in a Christmas tour
nament Dec. 22 & 23 in Duluth,
Minn. The conference home
opener will be January 6th
against the U niversity of
Chicago, so come out and sup
port your dribbling Vikes.

Leventhal wins All-American
by Vince Trimble
Coming to a theater near you!
From Universal Studios “ Kate
Leventhal—All American!”
The story of an innocent
young girl’s passion for the
pavement and the disruptions
in her life while she refuses to
recruit for her evil college cross
country coach.

“Truly a brilliant picture.
Ernest Borgnine's portrayal of
sinister Coach Davis is simply
perfect. "
•Gene Siskel
>lB orgnine
is
impressive...Basically a solid
film
w ith only a few
flaws—most of which are at
tributable to Brooke Shield's
portrayal of Ms. Leventhal."
-Roger Ebert
Flaws!? Who could find flaws
in Kate Leventhal’s story? A
high school cross-country star
with a physique approaching
Plato’s Form of the Perfect
Runner, accepts a scholarship
offer and attends a famous
Midwest college cross-country
powerhouse. There, after two
years of following a highly
regimented running and diet
program, she places 16th in the
National cross-country cham
pionship. Returning to campus
from the race she is greeted by
hundreds of well wishers and is
handed the key to the city by
the mayor herself.
Okay, so it didn’t happen
that way. Kate doesn't look like
your typical runner—she isn't
5’ 10" and does not have blond
hair. Lawrence isn't a cross
country powerhouse, does not
offer scholarships and never
had more than five female run
ners out at one time. Kate
didn't follow a strict diet pro
gram unless one considers ice
cream and peanut butter a diet.
And finally, Kate’s return from

Nationals was not a major
event in the city—she was not
mobbed by throngs of well
wishers. A few friends, though,
did put notes and poems on her
door.
These discrepancies with the
idealized version of Kate’s
story are what make her story
interesting. Running for Kate is
an end in itself and not a mean.
She doesn’t run because she is
paid; she doesn’t run because it
comes easy to her, and she
doesn’t run because she wants
the applause of her peers. She
runs because she enjoys runn
ing. For this, Kate and similar
athletes should be respected.
Kate though is not just any
athlete, she’s a great athlete
who passed up scholarship of
fers to attend Larry U. As a
junior she has become the first
fe m a le
A ll- A m e ric a n
in
Lawrence history. She did this
by grabbing 16th place at the
National meet despite being
slightly ill, despite running in
sub-freezing weather, despite a
hilly course and despite finding

herself among the last fifteen
runners after the first third of
the race.

Oh, what a story.
Not a bad story. An ice-cream
loving all-american girl runs
away to a small Wisconsin col
lege and earns the title of AllAmerican. Indeed not a bad
idea for a movie.
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